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ABSTRACT

In this work we study the effect of the velum and epiglottis on speech production of five French vowels. Our purpose is to examine whether it is possible to simplify the geometry of the vocal tract in the framework of articulatory synthesis to achieve a simpler geometric description without changing the acoustic properties. In the present study, we use MRI to acquire the 3D shape of the vocal tract with simultaneous recording of the speech signal. The geometric two-dimensional shape derived from these data was used as an input of numerical acoustic simulations. The geometrical shape was edited at the level of epiglottis and velum (with or without epiglottis, with or without a constant wall approximation at velum) and the spectra obtained via numerical acoustic simulations were compared with those obtained from audio recordings. This allows the impact of these articulators and geometrical simplifications to be assessed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geometric modeling of the vocal tract is used in particular to produce input data for articulatory synthesis [2]. One of the challenges is to obtain a concise description and to remove geometric details that do not change the acoustic parameters significantly, from a perceptual point of view. Those simplifications could lead to a reduction of the number of parameters used to describe the vocal tract geometry, and consequently make the calculation simpler.

In general, more attention is paid to the jaw, tongue, lips and larynx, compared to the velum and epiglottis. The velum is indirectly taken into account more for representing the opening of the velopharyngeal port than for its impact on the oral cavity.

Concerning the epiglottis, its position depends on the size of the pharyngeal cavity, and thus on the tongue position. For a vowel with a large back cavity (as in /i/), the epiglottis stays apart from the back of the tongue. On the other hand, when the back cavity is more constricted (as for /a/), the epiglottis is sometimes pressed against the back of the tongue.

Our approach to geometric modeling of the vocal tract is based on an articulatory model that independently controls each of the articulators. The first articulator is the mandible (which corresponds to the opening of the jaw) because it influences the tongue and the lips. Two parameters are sufficient to control the opening of the jaw with good precision. The tongue is the articulator that achieves the greatest number of articulation places, and its description must be fine enough to reach a precise position and shape. For this reason, (unlike the Maeda model [10]), we use between 6 and 10 deformation factors. The influence of the jaw is taken into account to determine the influence of the tongue and lips.

The epiglottis is actually a cartilage, and therefore the influence of other articulators that interact with the epiglottis, i.e. the mandible, tongue, and larynx, is decisive. Hence, their contribution through linear regression factors is more important than its intrinsic deformation factors. Once the midsagittal shape is calculated, it is necessary to find all the resonating cavities, their area functions and the global topology to run the acoustic simulation [6]. Geometrical simplifications would allow faster simulations and avoid changes of the global topology when a small cavity appears.

The objective of this work is to investigate the impact of geometric simplifications in order to better understand those that can be made without removing important acoustic cues. Unlike Arnela’s work [1], which treats the vocal tract as a whole by transforming it into a piece-wise elliptical and then cylindrical tube, we treat the articulators separately because articulatory synthesis requires that each of them be controlled independently of each other.

We used MRI data of the vocal tract with simul-
taneous speech recordings of five French vowels to study the articulators’ effects. The real speech signal was used as a reference. We edited the images to remove the velum and the epiglottis and then used acoustic simulations to see how the transfer function of the vocal tract was affected, and, therefore, what the role is of these two articulators in phonation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Data

For the purpose of this study, we used an MRI data part of a study approved by an ethics committee and the subject gave written informed consent (Clinical-Trials.gov identifier: NCT02887053). The subject retained for the data acquisition is a healthy male French native speaker at the age of 32, without any reported speaking or hearing problems.

The MRI data (same as described in [5]) was acquired on a Siemens Prisma 3T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). We used the 3-dimensional cartesian vibe sequence ($TR = 3.57 ms, TE = 1.43, FOV = 22 \times 20 \text{ mm}, \text{flip angle} = 9 \text{ degrees}$) for the acquisition. To acquire the speech signal, we used FOMRI III (Optoacoustics, Or Yehuda, Israel) fiber optic microphone. Since the audio recordings were made at the same time as the MRI acquisition, we used FASST toolbox [12] to denoise the speech signal using the denoising algorithm proposed in [11].

Despite the improvement of the signal quality for near distances cannot be easily determined, especially above 2500 Hz. Values of Table 1 are thus given as an indication, especially those above 2000 Hz, and not as a reference.

2.2. MRI data processing

The process of MRI data is mainly divided in two steps: 1) pre-process the data to make some corrections regarding the orientation of the 3D images axis and 2) segment the vocal tract.

To make adjustments to the axis of the 3D images we used 3DSlicer software [8] (http://www.slicer.org). Among its several functions, like visualizing and processing various types of medical images such as MRI and CT, 3DSlicer can be used to resample the images using several kinds of interpolation techniques like linear or Lanczos.

For the image segmentation tasks, we used ITK-SNAP software [17]. It is a software designed to segment medical images and offers tools and algorithms both for 2D and 3D image segmentation. For example, it provides region competition and geodesic active contours algorithms for automatic segmentation [3, 18]. As far as manual segmentation is concerned, it offers polygon-based tools and various types of paint brushes in order to specify the segmented region.

2.3. Acoustic simulations

For the purposes of our experiments, we used k-wave toolbox for MATLAB [15] to simulate how the acoustic wave propagates through the vocal tract until it reaches the lips. The applications of k-wave toolbox range from acoustic [14] and ultrasound wave propagation [16], [9] to photoacoustic tomography [13].

Although there are various popular methods for acoustic wave propagation, like finite differences, finite elements and boundary element methods, they generally take a significant amount of time since they require a small time step and a lot of grid points per wavelength. k-wave solves these issues by interpolating a Fourier series through all of the grid points to get an estimation of the gradient. This way, the computations are faster since they require less grid points and employ Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to make the calculations. An issue that arises is that as the wave reaches the grid boundaries, it keeps propagating by entering from the opposite site. To prevent this, k-wave implements an absorbing boundary condition called Perfect Match Layer (PML).

3. EXPERIMENTS

The experiment consisted of two parts: 1) image processing and 2) acoustic simulations.

3.1. Image processing

In this experiment we used five vowels of the French language, /a, œ, i, o, y/. First, we used 3Dslicer software to correct the axis orientation of the 3D images since there was a small angular offset of about $-6$ degrees in the sagittal field. We used Lanczos interpolation to resample the image with the Lanczos filter parameter chosen as $a = 4$.

When then employed the ITK-SNAP software for semi-automatic segmentation of the vocal tract 3D volume.

The Nearest Neighbourhood algorithm was used to create the probabilistic map to use for the automatic segmentation of the vocal tract. We used two classes and 10000 points for consideration as the nearest points for class categorization for the creation of the probabilistic map. Then an active con-
3.2. Editing of the vocal tract geometry

Since the impact of the 3rd dimension to the acoustics of the vowels is not very significant [7, 5], we extracted the mid-sagittal slices from the 3D shapes to further process and use for our study. We used the 3D shape as a guide to correct segmentation errors in the mid-sagittal slices (especially in the region of velum and epiglottis) caused by blurring due to image interpolation.

For every mid-sagittal slice, three more segmentation versions were created by processing the segmented images (4 images per vowel in total with the original). In the first version we edited the vocal tract geometry to withdraw the epiglottis, in the second we used a constant wall approximation at velum (by withdrawing the velum extremity) and in the third version we combined the previously described simplifications (Figure 2). These three versions of every vowel along with the original were the data used in the simulations.

Finally we used meshlab [4] to smooth every mesh by applying Laplacian smoothing filter with step 3. For every vowel, about 5 hours of processing was required, with the biggest amount of time spent on the manual segmentation step.

3.3. Acoustic simulations

The simulation code that we used was built in MATLAB environment using k-wave toolbox. The data used as an input are in the form of a 3D surface mesh with sagittal width 1.2mm. We transformed the surface mesh into a volumetric representation using voxels and we took the projection of the voxel-based geometry to a 2D plane parallel to the sagittal field. Finally we ran the simulations.

A challenge that we faced was specifying the parameters of the simulation so that there would be a balance between the stability of the simulation, a
good approximation of the realistic conditions and a sufficient duration of simulated signal. In our case, the computational grid has a size of $128 \times 128$ (coronal $\times$ axial) with grid spacing $d_x = d_y = 1 \text{mm}$. A PML layer of 10 grid points was added at the boundaries of every side to solve the issue of circular wave propagation that happens when simulating with k-wave, the problem that was mentioned in the method section. We manually select the source position for every vowel to correspond to the position of the vocal folds. As a source, we used a disc of 5 grid point radius that emits a $\delta$ pulse of pressure (spreading equally in all directions) and $1 \text{Pa}$ amplitude.

The medium properties inside the vocal tract were $c_{in} = 350\text{m/s}, d_{in} = 1\text{kg/m}^3$ and the properties outside were $c_{out} = 1000\text{m/s}, d_{out} = 1000\text{kg/m}^3$, where $c_{in}, c_{out}$ are the speed, and $d_{in}, d_{out}$ are the densities inside and outside the vocal tract respectively. We simulated the signal for $30\text{ms}$, with a time of $3 \times 10^{-8}$, resulting in 1000001 signal samples. The pressure signal was recorded with a sensor placed at the end of the vocal tract and the maximum allowed frequency of the grid was $175\text{KHz}$. Every simulation requires on average 3 hours and 20 minutes.

Finally we computed the transfer function of every vocal tract and computed the peaks that appear in the frequency domain to compare them with the formants of the original audio signal (Table 1).

### 4. DISCUSSION

The first remark concerns the values of the formant frequencies of the normal vocal tract without simplifications. The lying position and noise in the MRI machine largely explain the deviations from the expected values for these vowels of a male speaker.

The second remark, which is illustrated by Figure 2 is that the original geometry with the small cavity between the epiglottis and tongue root gives rise to a zero in the spectrum. This is all the more pronounced since the epiglottis is well separated from the tongue. In the case of the vowel /i/, it is also noted that a zero appears in the region of F3-F4.

Regarding simplifications, it should be noted in Table 1 that they do not have a very significant impact on the first formant. For F2, the velum simplification has a more pronounced effect. The changes at the velum have an impact on the constriction between the front and back cavities of the vocal tract. This mainly affects F2 which is more sensitive to the length of the cavities.

As can be seen on the spectra of numerical simulations, the impact of the epiglottis corresponds to the appearance of a small cavity that adds zeros in the spectrum, essentially at high frequency since this cavity is small. Nevertheless, the impact of this cavity is far from being negligible above $2500\text{Hz}$ when the epiglottis is well separated from the tongue (thus not for /a/) because the zero appears in the region of F3 and/or F4. Further work will focus on the development of simplification control algorithms to ensure that they have as little impact as possible on the formants.
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